Manufacturing Series Pt 2:
The Seven Wastes and more tools
to combat them

Hosted by Engineers Australia’s Chemical Group JVCEC

Overview

Part One of this manufacturing series covered Lean Concepts and the Seven Wastes.

‘Lean’ is a phrase coined by MIT researchers who observed that Toyota had made a science out of identifying and eliminating waste from all of its processes.

There are many tools and methodologies that have been developed by Toyota and others to help reduce or eliminate the waste.

‘Lean’ has now been implemented in many other types of business besides manufacturing.

Part Two of this manufacturing series will focus on the wastes of Inventory and Overproduction.

The Lean Tools that will be covered will include:

- Just in Time
- KanBan
- Batch Size Reduction
- Cellular Manufacturing
- Line Balancing

Speakers

Dr. Ron Litjens
Director, Twofoot Lean

Ian Wood
Lean Consultant, Twofoot Lean

DATE & TIME
Tuesday 12th September 2017
5.30PM to 8:00PM

VENUE
Engineers Australia
Level 31, 600 Bourke Street
Melbourne

TICKETS (incl. GST)
EA and IChemE Member: $0.00
Non-member: $30.00

CONTACT US
Jenna Vine
Group Engagement Officer
Engineers Australia
jvine@engineersaustralia.org.au

CPD HOURS
This session will be worth 2 Engineers Australia CPD Hours


REGISTER NOW